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Ever since his mother left, life hasn’t been easy for Heath Wellington III. Between his father’s

(Junior’s) bouts with alcoholism and literary rejection, and Heath’s own wrongful suspension

from school, there hasn’t been all that much to be thankful for.But following the tragic death of

estranged grandfather Senior, father and son alike stand to inherit a life-changing fortune . . .

with one catch.Heath and Junior must spend the next three months managing Senior’s bed

and breakfast, located in the same Massachusetts home Junior has spent the last eight years

trying to escape.Upended from his everyday life and relocated to a town where everyone knew

and loved the grandfather he can’t even remember, Heath finds an inn full of some of the

strangest people he’s ever met, such as:•Winsted, the old, wise Jamaican man who used to

lead the prayers in Senior’s factory;•Mrs. Farrel, an elderly woman giving away her late

husband’s fortune letter by letter;•Mustang Sally, the muscle-bound, tattooed grease monkey

who doubles as a children’s author;•And Carter, the silent TV news junkie and secret Harvard

graduate.And, at a nearby school is Savannah, Junior’s first love, and her adorable, autistic

daughter, Tori.But most of all, there’s Junior himself, vinegar to Heath’s oil. As Heath adjusts to

his new world, what he needs most is to start anew with his father, to understand that Junior,

too, is dealing with loss, and to realize that, even in the most tragic of times, there’s a lot in life

to be thankful for.Thanksgiving at the Inn is a beautiful story of family and forgiveness, and a

sure holiday classic. Tim Whitney’s fantastic, heartwarming debut is one you’ll want to read

with the whole family for years and years to come.Tim Whitney grew up in South Portland,

Maine and now splits his time between Dallas, Texas, and Whately, Massachusetts. He

completed his undergraduate degree in Business Administration at Northeastern University

and has an MBA from Western New England College. He works as an international

manufacturing consultant and vice president of operations for a growing company in Garland,

Texas. His interests include fishing, camping at the Cape, snow skiing, and spending time with

family and friends. This is his first book. (He can be reached at timcwhitney@yahoo.com.)
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you coming down for breakfast or sleeping away the whole damn day?” Dad barked from the

bottom of the stairs. The echo of his hard voice ricocheted off the condo walls like a basketball

in an empty school gymnasium, and with such force it should have cracked the plaster.Rolling

over in his stiff bed, Heath groaned. Yeah, Dad, that’s my plan, he thought. Sleep away the

whole damn day. Good morning to you, too.Heath was almost surprised to see “6:00” on the

watch on his night table. He shouldn’t have been. Dad woke him daily at 6 a.m.—it didn’t matter

if it was a holiday, a weekend, or even summer break.And apparently, it also didn’t matter if

your grandfather had just died.Yesterday had been, by any measure, a long and upsetting day.

Although Heath had dozed during most of the four-hour trek from New Jersey to Dad’s

boyhood home in Massachusetts, missing out on most of the beautiful October day and the

fiery orange trees along the highway, it was still exhausting, traveling a long way for an

inheritance that didn’t come—at least not the way either Heath or Dad had expected.Dreams of

a new family lifestyle had played in Heath’s mind for days. Maybe now Dad would buy him the

iPod he’d been wanting for so long. Maybe they could finally get rid of Dad’s beat-up Volvo

wagon and get something better, maybe a BMW like Mike’s dad had, or something with a

Hemi.Heath shivered as a small wave of guilt washed over him. Someone had died—his

grandfather, who even had his same name. Heath didn’t really know him, so it was hard to miss

him, but something seemed wrong about counting on his fortune—seeing the death of his

grandfather, the man everyone called “Senior,” as an opportunity and not a tragedy.Now, today,

Heath knew from the tone of Dad’s wake-up call that he’d be on his case all week. Dad had

taken the week off from his job to attend the funeral, but it was a few days away, and Heath had

no idea if Dad was planning a pre-funeral trip. If not, that would mean four days of chores, four

days of listening to his father’s relentless nagging and complaining, maybe as a matter of

course, or maybe as punishment for Heath’s recent suspension from school. And that, in turn,

meant Heath had to be silent—the best response to Dad’s baiting.As Heath reluctantly headed

downstairs, though, he had to admit he understood Dad’s frustration.The day before, Heath



had struggled to remain still as the warped wooden slat of a very uncomfortable chair

periodically jabbed his lower back, keeping him from drifting off in the attorney’s tired-looking

conference room. Though only three days had passed since his grandfather had fallen from his

roof and died, Heath hadn’t seen Senior for seven or eight years, and it was strange to think

those seven or eight years would now become forever. It was yet another part of their lousy life

to blame his father for—when Senior didn’t give his son a dime after selling the factory, Dad

had stayed away for good.It was a struggle for Heath even to remember what Senior had

looked like. The last crisp memory he had was of the final Christmas they’d enjoyed as a family,

at his big Whately, Massachusetts farmhouse.And now the only thing left was the will, read by

a short, bald lawyer named Lloyd Pierce.“Good afternoon, gentlemen,” Lloyd had said in a

voice that sounded like he began each day gargling with gravel. Lloyd was the friend of his

grandfather who’d called them from the hospital to let them know of Senior’s death.When Dad

had stood to shake Lloyd’s hand, the top of the lawyer’s bald head barely reached Dad’s

shoulder.Though Heath’s dad sometimes spoke about the importance of hiring a short lawyer,

Heath could never remember the connection between skill and size. Lloyd’s height made him

wonder if it was coincidence, or if his grandfather had also been privy to this supposed tidbit of

practical wisdom.Lloyd shook Heath’s hand with a firm squeeze and said, “Shall we get right to

the reading?”“Yes, please, Lloyd,” Dad replied.Heath watched the dust kick up as Dad plopped

back down in his chair—he had very little patience these days.
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you coming down for breakfast or sleeping away the whole damn day?” Dad barked from the

bottom of the stairs. The echo of his hard voice ricocheted off the condo walls like a basketball

in an empty school gymnasium, and with such force it should have cracked the plaster.Rolling

over in his stiff bed, Heath groaned. Yeah, Dad, that’s my plan, he thought. Sleep away the

whole damn day. Good morning to you, too.Heath was almost surprised to see “6:00” on the

watch on his night table. He shouldn’t have been. Dad woke him daily at 6 a.m.—it didn’t matter

if it was a holiday, a weekend, or even summer break.And apparently, it also didn’t matter if

your grandfather had just died.Yesterday had been, by any measure, a long and upsetting day.



Although Heath had dozed during most of the four-hour trek from New Jersey to Dad’s

boyhood home in Massachusetts, missing out on most of the beautiful October day and the

fiery orange trees along the highway, it was still exhausting, traveling a long way for an

inheritance that didn’t come—at least not the way either Heath or Dad had expected.Dreams of

a new family lifestyle had played in Heath’s mind for days. Maybe now Dad would buy him the

iPod he’d been wanting for so long. Maybe they could finally get rid of Dad’s beat-up Volvo

wagon and get something better, maybe a BMW like Mike’s dad had, or something with a

Hemi.Heath shivered as a small wave of guilt washed over him. Someone had died—his

grandfather, who even had his same name. Heath didn’t really know him, so it was hard to miss

him, but something seemed wrong about counting on his fortune—seeing the death of his

grandfather, the man everyone called “Senior,” as an opportunity and not a tragedy.Now, today,

Heath knew from the tone of Dad’s wake-up call that he’d be on his case all week. Dad had

taken the week off from his job to attend the funeral, but it was a few days away, and Heath had

no idea if Dad was planning a pre-funeral trip. If not, that would mean four days of chores, four

days of listening to his father’s relentless nagging and complaining, maybe as a matter of

course, or maybe as punishment for Heath’s recent suspension from school. And that, in turn,

meant Heath had to be silent—the best response to Dad’s baiting.As Heath reluctantly headed

downstairs, though, he had to admit he understood Dad’s frustration.The day before, Heath

had struggled to remain still as the warped wooden slat of a very uncomfortable chair

periodically jabbed his lower back, keeping him from drifting off in the attorney’s tired-looking

conference room. Though only three days had passed since his grandfather had fallen from his

roof and died, Heath hadn’t seen Senior for seven or eight years, and it was strange to think

those seven or eight years would now become forever. It was yet another part of their lousy life

to blame his father for—when Senior didn’t give his son a dime after selling the factory, Dad

had stayed away for good.It was a struggle for Heath even to remember what Senior had

looked like. The last crisp memory he had was of the final Christmas they’d enjoyed as a family,

at his big Whately, Massachusetts farmhouse.And now the only thing left was the will, read by

a short, bald lawyer named Lloyd Pierce.“Good afternoon, gentlemen,” Lloyd had said in a

voice that sounded like he began each day gargling with gravel. Lloyd was the friend of his

grandfather who’d called them from the hospital to let them know of Senior’s death.When Dad

had stood to shake Lloyd’s hand, the top of the lawyer’s bald head barely reached Dad’s

shoulder.Though Heath’s dad sometimes spoke about the importance of hiring a short lawyer,

Heath could never remember the connection between skill and size. Lloyd’s height made him

wonder if it was coincidence, or if his grandfather had also been privy to this supposed tidbit of

practical wisdom.Lloyd shook Heath’s hand with a firm squeeze and said, “Shall we get right to

the reading?”“Yes, please, Lloyd,” Dad replied.Heath watched the dust kick up as Dad plopped

back down in his chair—he had very little patience these days.Reading Senior’s own words,

Lloyd cleared his throat and began. “I, Heath Wellington, Sr.,” read Lloyd, “being of sound mind

—well, as sound as one may expect at my age—have spent the last several years reflecting. . .

and contemplating the legacy I will leave my son Heath Wellington, Jr. I have recently come to

the unpleasant realization that I squandered the majority of my life in the pursuit of material

wealth. This lapse of judgment is something I deeply regret.”That’s when Heath had begun to

suspect that the terms of the will wouldn’t be quite what they’d expected.Heath wished he

could press the reset button on the last week, going back to before Senior’s death, and before

the suspension he didn’t even deserve, for cheating on a history test he hadn’t really cheated

on, not that Dad would understand. No wonder Dad was on edge—Heath was in a lousy mood

himself. Usually this happened when there were weekend chores to get through or late-night



homework assignments to finish, but now that he was suspended for the next week, the

schoolwork wasn’t an excuse. He was just drained.At the bottom of the steps, Heath looked left

and right, as if his dad was a monster to be avoided. He tried to savor these last few moments

before he was berated, or put to work, or whatever else his dad had planned. He tried to

remember the look on Dad’s face when Lloyd had read the will.“Just how much pain I have

caused has become more evident over the last few years,” Senior wrote, “when I tried time and

time again, unsuccessfully, to reconcile with Junior.” Heath’s grandfather had gone by the

shorthand of Senior, and his dad had always been Junior, with Heath, and Heath alone, called

by the name they all shared. “I’ve written letters asking him to bring my grandson to my house

for the holidays,” Senior’s will continued. “I’ve sent cards, presents, and even money in hopes

that he would visit and find it in his heart to begin to forgive me.”Heath had stared at Dad then,

wondering why Heath had never received any of the cards and gifts. He could understand why

Dad would keep the money, but why would he keep gifts and letters? He pictured a shoebox

full of Hallmark cards shoved under the bed or hidden in the back of a closet.It was a shock, for

sure, but not as big as the one Dad got a moment later when Lloyd read that Dad would

receive his father’s estate if, and only if, he took “a new direction in life”—by successfully

managing Senior’s bed and breakfast, with Heath, for the next three months.“Ech-em,” Dad had

said. “Help me here, Lloyd. Bed and breakfast?”Lloyd nodded. “That,” he replied, “would be

your family homestead on Cheshire Lane. I believe it’s been in the family since 1862 and, if I

am not mistaken, it’s where you grew up. Senior began renovating it three years ago, with a

man named Winsted. They turned the old place into a modest bed and breakfast. It’s been

catering to mostly unfortunate souls ever since. At present, there are three tenants, plus

Winsted, living there.”“Oh. . . just what I need—a house full of strays.” Dad’s chair screeched on

the wooden floor as he pushed it back and began pacing the office. With each turn, the scowl

on his face became more severe, the furrows of his brow deeper.Lloyd then asked Dad if he

wanted something to drink, which was a loaded question, but Dad, fortunately, asked only for

water. So did Heath.Shortly thereafter, cracking the cap on his water bottle and swallowing

noisily, Dad had said, “All right, what other nonsense did the old bastard line up for me?”The

“other nonsense,” Heath remembered, was a laundry list of stipulations. Dad couldn’t sell the

place—if he did, the entire inheritance would go into a trust. He couldn’t be rude, inconsiderate,

or nasty to the current tenants—indeed, if the four, and only four, tenants were unsatisfied, the

inheritance, again, would be lost.Dad had started pacing then. “Lloyd, you’ve got to be kidding,”

he said, running his fingers through his blond hair, tugging at it in frustration. “Is this some kind

of sick joke my father is playing on me from beyond the grave? One final slap in the face?”

Rolling over in his stiff bed, Heath groaned. Yeah, Dad, that’s my plan, he thought. Sleep away

the whole damn day. Good morning to you, too.Heath was almost surprised to see “6:00” on

the watch on his night table. He shouldn’t have been. Dad woke him daily at 6 a.m.—it didn’t

matter if it was a holiday, a weekend, or even summer break.And apparently, it also didn’t

matter if your grandfather had just died.Yesterday had been, by any measure, a long and

upsetting day. Although Heath had dozed during most of the four-hour trek from New Jersey to

Dad’s boyhood home in Massachusetts, missing out on most of the beautiful October day and

the fiery orange trees along the highway, it was still exhausting, traveling a long way for an

inheritance that didn’t come—at least not the way either Heath or Dad had expected.Dreams of

a new family lifestyle had played in Heath’s mind for days. Maybe now Dad would buy him the

iPod he’d been wanting for so long. Maybe they could finally get rid of Dad’s beat-up Volvo

wagon and get something better, maybe a BMW like Mike’s dad had, or something with a



Hemi.Heath shivered as a small wave of guilt washed over him. Someone had died—his

grandfather, who even had his same name. Heath didn’t really know him, so it was hard to miss

him, but something seemed wrong about counting on his fortune—seeing the death of his

grandfather, the man everyone called “Senior,” as an opportunity and not a tragedy.Now, today,

Heath knew from the tone of Dad’s wake-up call that he’d be on his case all week. Dad had

taken the week off from his job to attend the funeral, but it was a few days away, and Heath had

no idea if Dad was planning a pre-funeral trip. If not, that would mean four days of chores, four

days of listening to his father’s relentless nagging and complaining, maybe as a matter of

course, or maybe as punishment for Heath’s recent suspension from school. And that, in turn,

meant Heath had to be silent—the best response to Dad’s baiting.As Heath reluctantly headed

downstairs, though, he had to admit he understood Dad’s frustration.The day before, Heath

had struggled to remain still as the warped wooden slat of a very uncomfortable chair

periodically jabbed his lower back, keeping him from drifting off in the attorney’s tired-looking

conference room. Though only three days had passed since his grandfather had fallen from his

roof and died, Heath hadn’t seen Senior for seven or eight years, and it was strange to think

those seven or eight years would now become forever. It was yet another part of their lousy life

to blame his father for—when Senior didn’t give his son a dime after selling the factory, Dad

had stayed away for good.It was a struggle for Heath even to remember what Senior had

looked like. The last crisp memory he had was of the final Christmas they’d enjoyed as a family,

at his big Whately, Massachusetts farmhouse.And now the only thing left was the will, read by

a short, bald lawyer named Lloyd Pierce.“Good afternoon, gentlemen,” Lloyd had said in a

voice that sounded like he began each day gargling with gravel. Lloyd was the friend of his

grandfather who’d called them from the hospital to let them know of Senior’s death.When Dad

had stood to shake Lloyd’s hand, the top of the lawyer’s bald head barely reached Dad’s

shoulder.Though Heath’s dad sometimes spoke about the importance of hiring a short lawyer,

Heath could never remember the connection between skill and size. Lloyd’s height made him

wonder if it was coincidence, or if his grandfather had also been privy to this supposed tidbit of

practical wisdom.Lloyd shook Heath’s hand with a firm squeeze and said, “Shall we get right to

the reading?”“Yes, please, Lloyd,” Dad replied.Heath watched the dust kick up as Dad plopped

back down in his chair—he had very little patience these days.Reading Senior’s own words,

Lloyd cleared his throat and began. “I, Heath Wellington, Sr.,” read Lloyd, “being of sound mind

—well, as sound as one may expect at my age—have spent the last several years reflecting. . .

and contemplating the legacy I will leave my son Heath Wellington, Jr. I have recently come to

the unpleasant realization that I squandered the majority of my life in the pursuit of material

wealth. This lapse of judgment is something I deeply regret.”That’s when Heath had begun to

suspect that the terms of the will wouldn’t be quite what they’d expected.Heath wished he

could press the reset button on the last week, going back to before Senior’s death, and before

the suspension he didn’t even deserve, for cheating on a history test he hadn’t really cheated

on, not that Dad would understand. No wonder Dad was on edge—Heath was in a lousy mood

himself. Usually this happened when there were weekend chores to get through or late-night

homework assignments to finish, but now that he was suspended for the next week, the

schoolwork wasn’t an excuse. He was just drained.At the bottom of the steps, Heath looked left

and right, as if his dad was a monster to be avoided. He tried to savor these last few moments

before he was berated, or put to work, or whatever else his dad had planned. He tried to

remember the look on Dad’s face when Lloyd had read the will.“Just how much pain I have

caused has become more evident over the last few years,” Senior wrote, “when I tried time and

time again, unsuccessfully, to reconcile with Junior.” Heath’s grandfather had gone by the



shorthand of Senior, and his dad had always been Junior, with Heath, and Heath alone, called

by the name they all shared. “I’ve written letters asking him to bring my grandson to my house

for the holidays,” Senior’s will continued. “I’ve sent cards, presents, and even money in hopes

that he would visit and find it in his heart to begin to forgive me.”Heath had stared at Dad then,

wondering why Heath had never received any of the cards and gifts. He could understand why

Dad would keep the money, but why would he keep gifts and letters? He pictured a shoebox

full of Hallmark cards shoved under the bed or hidden in the back of a closet.It was a shock, for

sure, but not as big as the one Dad got a moment later when Lloyd read that Dad would

receive his father’s estate if, and only if, he took “a new direction in life”—by successfully

managing Senior’s bed and breakfast, with Heath, for the next three months.“Ech-em,” Dad had

said. “Help me here, Lloyd. Bed and breakfast?”Lloyd nodded. “That,” he replied, “would be

your family homestead on Cheshire Lane. I believe it’s been in the family since 1862 and, if I

am not mistaken, it’s where you grew up. Senior began renovating it three years ago, with a

man named Winsted. They turned the old place into a modest bed and breakfast. It’s been

catering to mostly unfortunate souls ever since. At present, there are three tenants, plus

Winsted, living there.”“Oh. . . just what I need—a house full of strays.” Dad’s chair screeched on

the wooden floor as he pushed it back and began pacing the office. With each turn, the scowl

on his face became more severe, the furrows of his brow deeper.Lloyd then asked Dad if he

wanted something to drink, which was a loaded question, but Dad, fortunately, asked only for

water. So did Heath.Shortly thereafter, cracking the cap on his water bottle and swallowing

noisily, Dad had said, “All right, what other nonsense did the old bastard line up for me?”The

“other nonsense,” Heath remembered, was a laundry list of stipulations. Dad couldn’t sell the

place—if he did, the entire inheritance would go into a trust. He couldn’t be rude, inconsiderate,

or nasty to the current tenants—indeed, if the four, and only four, tenants were unsatisfied, the

inheritance, again, would be lost.Dad had started pacing then. “Lloyd, you’ve got to be kidding,”

he said, running his fingers through his blond hair, tugging at it in frustration. “Is this some kind

of sick joke my father is playing on me from beyond the grave? One final slap in the face?”“I

assure you, this is your father’s will, just as he intended. I was by his side when he drafted it.”

He paused. “While I’ll admit it is a tad unorthodox, this is truly his final legacy. During the last

few months, he spoke more and more of his desire to reconcile with you.”Without thinking,

Heath blurted out, “What was Senior like?”Dad glared, but Lloyd smiled.“He was tough as aged

hardwood,” said Lloyd, “and driven by a single purpose: to retire a rich man. His own father had

died a pauper. While he had just a third-grade education, your grandfather reached his goal: He

became a savvy businessman and a millionaire many times—”“Can you skip the history

lesson?” Dad said. “We have to get back on the road in order to make Jersey by this

evening.”Heath had sunk into his seat then. It was like Dad was keeping Senior from him in

death as much as in life. And you called him an old bastard? Heath thought. Look who’s talking.

You kept gifts and cards from your own son. Lloyd ran through the rest of the will quickly—the

weekly $250 stipend to provide breakfast, pay expenses, and supply Heath a suitable

allowance. The $200 weekly rent paid by all four tenants combined. And the requirement that

all chores and everyday tasks be completed by Junior and Heath, and no one else.And, finally,

Lloyd had withdrawn a lime green envelope from a pile of papers, tapped it twice, and slid it

across the table to Dad. “He also wrote you an apology.”Dad had snatched up the letter,

grimacing at something written on the envelope, and placed it into a side jacket pocket,

shaking his head.Within minutes of departing the attorney’s office, Dad had decided to return

to New Jersey, determined never to set foot in that inn. Forever a creature of habit, he’d chosen

to drive late into the night rather than sleep at the nearby Whately Hotel. They left town, pulling



off the highway briefly to grab dinner at a Cracker Barrel restaurant. Heath had a hard time

enjoying the first real food he’d had in months—his father kept pushing him to finish.Back on

the road, Heath crashed hard into a dreamless sleep.But now, forced awake and in the kitchen,

Heath spotted Dad arranging several travel-weary banana boxes lining the kitchen counter like

used books on a shelf. Heath yawned as he pulled the milk from the fridge and sniffed it to be

sure it hadn’t soured.“Putting some stuff in storage?” Heath asked.“Not quite,” said Dad. And

what came next, Heath would never have expected—not after his dad had so clearly, and so

angrily, made up his mind.“Get your things,” said Dad. “We’re moving out.”“What?!” said

Heath.“You heard me. We both need a change of scenery,” said Dad. “As much as I hate to

think my father can still influence my decisions, we could use a break. Now that you’re out of

school, nothing’s keeping us here.”Out of school. Heath didn’t miss the slam. Lately, Dad

blamed him for all the things that were wrong in their lives—which was, basically, everything.

So of course he believed the teacher when she accused Heath of cheating. He wondered if

Dad’s change of heart, his decision to head up to his father’s inn, was driven by greed, guilt, or

personal failure. His literary agent had stopped returning his calls months ago. Rejection

letters, sent by unimpressed publishers, were piling up higher than the bills.“How about

grabbing a quick bowl of cereal and packing some clothes?” said Dad. “We’ll need enough for

about two weeks, I figure, until I know if we’re going to stay permanently.”“You’re kidding, right?”

Heath asked without thinking. Not that it mattered, but he didn’t own enough clothes to last

more than two weeks anyhow.“No, Heath. We need Senior’s money a lot more than I’d like to

admit. I need a couple of days to read through the will and figure out some way to sell the old

house. If I can cash that out, I can pay our bills and finally focus on my writing.”Heath nodded.

With Dad working construction, and occasionally picking up some extra cash as an English

tutor, Heath knew their reserves had dried up like an out-of-luck fly in a spider’s web. He also

knew the fly stood a better chance of escaping the web than Dad did their bills. With an

uncertain heart, Heath grabbed a granola bar and headed upstairs.Fifteen minutes later, he

emerged from his room in sweats and his favorite Yankees cap. It’s not that Heath was a fan—

he wasn’t, really. But his dad loved the Red Sox, so the cap from their arch-rivals, the Yankees,

just felt right.His lumpy duffle bag thumped every step of the way downstairs. Slung over his

right shoulder, a frayed red knapsack held his Game Boy collection, a bunch of clunky CDs,

and the two books he was behind on reading for English Lit—The Hobbit and The Call of the

Wild.Apparently eager to leave, Dad had already loaded all the boxes into the back of the beat-

up Volvo. They passed each other on the stairs.“Take it off,” Dad said.“Take what off?” said

Heath.“You know what. We’re going to Sox territory. It’s not a good idea.”“They’ll deal,” said

Heath. But Heath, facing away from Dad, shut his eyes as soon as he said it. The best way to

deal with Dad was silence, and his reply, he knew instantly, had been two words too

many.Heath didn’t move, and he didn’t look back, but he could sense his dad frozen on the

steps.And then, in an instant, he felt the Yankees cap ripped off his head. “Hey!” Heath

protested, but Dad pushed past him down the steps, squeezing the hat between his hands. As

Heath followed, he saw his dad open the cabinet beneath the sink, force the hat into the trash

can, and drop in some crumpled-up napkins and coffee grounds, just to make sure it was

unsalvageable.As he passed Heath on the way back, Dad grumbled, “Go ahead and throw

your gear in the car. I’ll be down in a minute.”Heath wondered if he was grabbing a bottle for

the road. He thought it best not to wonder aloud.As he pried open the dented door to the

backseat, he listened to the familiar earsplitting metallic shriek. The wagon was pock-marked

with rust, which had spread on the old car like cancer. The whole thing was a joke, but Dad

couldn’t make enough money to get anything cooler.Heath tossed his duffle bag inside the car



and gazed up at their condo. He didn’t feel the slightest tinge of remorse about leaving. They’d

lived there for three years, but it’d never really been a place he’d called home.The whole of

Morristown didn’t feel like home—just a place to stay while Dad tried to figure out something

better. Heath got along okay with the kids at school, but never saw them outside. With all the

chores Dad made him do, he never had the time.And now, here they were, journeying from a

place that wasn’t home to a house where many generations before him had grown up, and yet

no one in his tiny family claimed it. His grandmother had died when Dad was just a kid, and he

was the only son they’d had.Sliding into the backseat, he put his headphones on—he’d listen to

his CD player, even though an iPod would be way more convenient—and closed his eyes.

Sleep locked him away before the first song finished.It wasn’t until several hours later that the

car door slammed, jostling Heath awake. He looked out the window and realized they were

parked in the parking lot of a crisp and clean supermarket. The big sign up front said “Big Y.”

Dad rapped his knuckles on the window.“You coming?”Opening the door, Heath realized,

painfully, that his left leg was asleep. As needles jammed into his thigh, he followed Dad into

the store, grabbing a pushcart on the way. Dad waited impatiently for him at the entrance.“Keep

it simple, Heath,” he said. “I only have 50 bucks. Don’t think we’re going to fill up the cart.”Over

the years, they’d become adept at shopping for the best bargains, even when it meant, at

times, eating mac-and-cheese or PB&J sandwiches for days at a time—and it often did. They

usually stocked up on bread, cereal, and microwave dinners, and took advantage of several

“buy one, get another free” sales.So Heath, nodding, prayed they served steak at Senior’s bed

and breakfast.He smiled when Dad snuck a bag of double stuff chocolate cookies into the

cart.While waiting for the white-haired clerk to scan their purchases, Heath was surprised to

catch Dad staring openly at a pretty cashier two registers over. It was the first time Heath had

caught him looking at a woman—any woman— since Heath’s mother had left two years

back.He’d hardly heard a word from Mom since. But he couldn’t really blame her.Without a

word, they paid for the groceries with cash, threw four plastic bags in the back of the Volvo, and

headed back onto the road.“We’ll be there shortly,” said Dad. “I honestly don’t know what to

expect, but Preacher is there, so at least he’ll have things organized and under control. That

was one thing he was always good at.”His head nodding like a bobble-head doll’s, Heath

wondered who this Preacher person was. He pictured a man in black with a cross and a bible,

and wondered why an inn with just four tenants needed a preacher.Through winding back

roads, they drove for another twenty minutes, the countryside flashing by in shades of yellow,

red, and green, until a series of ancient farmhouses emerged from behind several huge maple

trees.They pulled up in front of an enormous white home, which looked like two houses joined

together. Heath wondered if families here stayed together by building on to the existing

building, instead of constructing a separate home. In any case, it was a novel idea—a family

staying together.The farmhouse itself seemed vaguely familiar, a memory so hazy it might as

well just be a dream. If he closed his eyes, he could see little hands crawling along the wooden

planks outside, and strong, old hands lifting him upward.But the face belonging to those hands

remained a blank.At the end of the farmhouse was a barn with a new metal roof. The other

houses they’d passed looked their age, faded and rundown, but this one, with a fresh coat of

white paint, looked sharp and well-kept.Dad steered the Volvo onto the gravel driveway and

edged up to the front porch. Next to the driveway, a signpost proclaimed the farm “THE

SLEEPING INN,” the words painted in neat blue calligraphy across the obligatory B&B emblem

of a dinner plate and silverware.“Oh, you have got to be kidding me,” moaned Dad.Smiling at

the name as he exited the car, Heath wondered if his grandfather had roused Dad from bed

early each morning while he was growing up.The smell of fresh hay tickled Heath’s nose into



two quick sneezes, and as his eyes opened again, he noticed, curled up near the steps, a

brown heap of bones wrapped in a tanned hide and short fur. The old hound dog, nipping at an

elusive flea, yawned, then offered up a forlorn woof.It was the oldest-looking dog Heath had

ever seen, and he wondered if it had been there back when Dad was here last, but he knew

better than to ask. He was soon distracted by a giant shadow swaying back and forth, rocking

in one of the chairs on the porch. He wondered who this man was—a tenant, or the man Dad

had called Preacher.Sauntering over to the porch with that fake smile on his face, the one he

saved for the nice-guy act and hid whenever it was just him and Heath, Dad parked his elbows

on the bleached white railing.“How ya doing, Preacher?” he asked. “It’s been a long time.” He

paused, glancing down at the pitiful dog who, basking in the sun, ignored him, eyes

closed.“Irie, mon. Doin’ bettah’ dan I look, Miz-tah Heat,” said the large man, his bass voice

booming.The man’s Jamaican accent was so thick Heath thought briefly he was speaking a

foreign language. He’d heard someone say “irie” before, but had no idea what it meant.“Jus’

don’ go judgin’ dis ol’ book by its covah.”Dad chuckled and shook his head, but Heath didn’t get

the joke.As Preacher stood and stretched, his enormous shadow consumed the porch steps.

Yet, the towering man eased downward with purpose and grace. Preacher’s hands engulfed

Dad’s, like a baseball mitt to a ball.When he spoke again, his voice was filled with soulful

remorse. “I am sorry a-bout de ol’ mon. He. . .” his voice wavered. “He was a good mon.”Heath

was still trying to decipher what the large man said when Dad replied, “Thank you, Preacher.

Lloyd told me you made the funeral arrangements. Thanks for that as well.”The man nodded

slightly. “No prob’, mon. Senior wanted it simple, so dat’s what I did.”Setting his black leather

travel bag on the top step, Dad said. “I must admit I’m surprised you stayed around after he

sold the factory.” Here, Heath noticed the fake smile fade just a little.“The ol’ mon asked me to

stay. . . and help with de house. After you left, I don’ tink he had an-y-one else.”His accent sang

to Heath.Dad shook his head, then replied, “It seems like Senior had a few surprises for all of

us.”Heath watched as Preacher nodded, smiled, and then turned his way. Several of his top

front teeth were framed in gold and glinted in the sun like a mirror in the desert. As Preacher

came toward him, Heath stared at that ancient, deeply wrinkled face.“It’s good to see you a-

gain, Heat,” said Preacher. “The last time I saw you, you were a little runt.”Heath, mesmerized,

could not recall meeting this man before, but before he knew it, they were shaking hands—or,

more accurately, Heath’s hand was being shook, pumped up and down in rough hands that felt

like worn leather gloves. The closer he examined the old man’s face, the more he realized the

wrinkles resembled the age rings on a tree. He wondered if they emerged from years of worry,

frequent laughter, or a combination of the two.“It’s nice to meet you, sir,” said Heath.“Nooo

need to call me ‘sir.’ Jus’ Winsted will do.” Heath realized that this was the man Lloyd had

mentioned. Preacher and Winsted were one and the same.Heath nodded in awe at the large

man with the bone-crushing grip. He’d shaken Heath’s hand with respect. He’d asked to be

called by his first name.“Heath,” said Dad, “how about helping unload the car while I have some

coffee with Preacher?”And just like that, Heath was like an indentured servant again, forced to

do the heavy lifting while the men talked business. “Yeah, sure,” he muttered.Heath removed

the bags and the boxes from the rear of the car and stacked them neatly on the porch. Just as

he closed the car doors and added his duffle to the pile, he saw Dad walk out ahead of

Winsted. Heath wondered why Dad called the man Preacher. He’d have to ask later—ask

Winsted, that is, not Dad. Dad held a large white mug of steaming coffee in one hand and the

edge of the screen door with the other. Winsted followed with a matching mug and took over

holding the door with his foot.



It wasn’t until several hours later that the car door slammed, jostling Heath awake. He looked

out the window and realized they were parked in the parking lot of a crisp and clean

supermarket. The big sign up front said “Big Y.” Dad rapped his knuckles on the window.“You

coming?”Opening the door, Heath realized, painfully, that his left leg was asleep. As needles

jammed into his thigh, he followed Dad into the store, grabbing a pushcart on the way. Dad

waited impatiently for him at the entrance.“Keep it simple, Heath,” he said. “I only have 50

bucks. Don’t think we’re going to fill up the cart.”Over the years, they’d become adept at

shopping for the best bargains, even when it meant, at times, eating mac-and-cheese or PB&J

sandwiches for days at a time—and it often did. They usually stocked up on bread, cereal, and

microwave dinners, and took advantage of several “buy one, get another free” sales.So Heath,

nodding, prayed they served steak at Senior’s bed and breakfast.He smiled when Dad snuck a

bag of double stuff chocolate cookies into the cart.While waiting for the white-haired clerk to

scan their purchases, Heath was surprised to catch Dad staring openly at a pretty cashier two

registers over. It was the first time Heath had caught him looking at a woman—any woman—

since Heath’s mother had left two years back.He’d hardly heard a word from Mom since. But he

couldn’t really blame her.Without a word, they paid for the groceries with cash, threw four

plastic bags in the back of the Volvo, and headed back onto the road.“We’ll be there shortly,”

said Dad. “I honestly don’t know what to expect, but Preacher is there, so at least he’ll have

things organized and under control. That was one thing he was always good at.”His head

nodding like a bobble-head doll’s, Heath wondered who this Preacher person was. He pictured

a man in black with a cross and a bible, and wondered why an inn with just four tenants

needed a preacher.Through winding back roads, they drove for another twenty minutes, the

countryside flashing by in shades of yellow, red, and green, until a series of ancient

farmhouses emerged from behind several huge maple trees.They pulled up in front of an

enormous white home, which looked like two houses joined together. Heath wondered if

families here stayed together by building on to the existing building, instead of constructing a

separate home. In any case, it was a novel idea—a family staying together.The farmhouse

itself seemed vaguely familiar, a memory so hazy it might as well just be a dream. If he closed

his eyes, he could see little hands crawling along the wooden planks outside, and strong, old

hands lifting him upward.But the face belonging to those hands remained a blank.At the end of

the farmhouse was a barn with a new metal roof. The other houses they’d passed looked their

age, faded and rundown, but this one, with a fresh coat of white paint, looked sharp and well-

kept.Dad steered the Volvo onto the gravel driveway and edged up to the front porch. Next to

the driveway, a signpost proclaimed the farm “THE SLEEPING INN,” the words painted in neat

blue calligraphy across the obligatory B&B emblem of a dinner plate and silverware.“Oh, you

have got to be kidding me,” moaned Dad.Smiling at the name as he exited the car, Heath

wondered if his grandfather had roused Dad from bed early each morning while he was

growing up.The smell of fresh hay tickled Heath’s nose into two quick sneezes, and as his eyes

opened again, he noticed, curled up near the steps, a brown heap of bones wrapped in a

tanned hide and short fur. The old hound dog, nipping at an elusive flea, yawned, then offered

up a forlorn woof.It was the oldest-looking dog Heath had ever seen, and he wondered if it had

been there back when Dad was here last, but he knew better than to ask. He was soon

distracted by a giant shadow swaying back and forth, rocking in one of the chairs on the porch.

He wondered who this man was—a tenant, or the man Dad had called Preacher.Sauntering

over to the porch with that fake smile on his face, the one he saved for the nice-guy act and hid

whenever it was just him and Heath, Dad parked his elbows on the bleached white railing.“How

ya doing, Preacher?” he asked. “It’s been a long time.” He paused, glancing down at the pitiful



dog who, basking in the sun, ignored him, eyes closed.“Irie, mon. Doin’ bettah’ dan I look, Miz-

tah Heat,” said the large man, his bass voice booming.The man’s Jamaican accent was so

thick Heath thought briefly he was speaking a foreign language. He’d heard someone say “irie”

before, but had no idea what it meant.“Jus’ don’ go judgin’ dis ol’ book by its covah.”Dad

chuckled and shook his head, but Heath didn’t get the joke.As Preacher stood and stretched,

his enormous shadow consumed the porch steps. Yet, the towering man eased downward with

purpose and grace. Preacher’s hands engulfed Dad’s, like a baseball mitt to a ball.When he

spoke again, his voice was filled with soulful remorse. “I am sorry a-bout de ol’ mon. He. . .” his

voice wavered. “He was a good mon.”Heath was still trying to decipher what the large man said

when Dad replied, “Thank you, Preacher. Lloyd told me you made the funeral arrangements.

Thanks for that as well.”The man nodded slightly. “No prob’, mon. Senior wanted it simple, so

dat’s what I did.”Setting his black leather travel bag on the top step, Dad said. “I must admit I’m

surprised you stayed around after he sold the factory.” Here, Heath noticed the fake smile fade

just a little.“The ol’ mon asked me to stay. . . and help with de house. After you left, I don’ tink he 

had an-y-one else.”His accent sang to Heath.Dad shook his head, then replied, “It seems like

Senior had a few surprises for all of us.”Heath watched as Preacher nodded, smiled, and then

turned his way. Several of his top front teeth were framed in gold and glinted in the sun like a

mirror in the desert. As Preacher came toward him, Heath stared at that ancient, deeply

wrinkled face.“It’s good to see you a-gain, Heat,” said Preacher. “The last time I saw you, you

were a little runt.”Heath, mesmerized, could not recall meeting this man before, but before he

knew it, they were shaking hands—or, more accurately, Heath’s hand was being shook,

pumped up and down in rough hands that felt like worn leather gloves. The closer he examined

the old man’s face, the more he realized the wrinkles resembled the age rings on a tree. He

wondered if they emerged from years of worry, frequent laughter, or a combination of the

two.“It’s nice to meet you, sir,” said Heath.“Nooo need to call me ‘sir.’ Jus’ Winsted will do.”

Heath realized that this was the man Lloyd had mentioned. Preacher and Winsted were one

and the same.Heath nodded in awe at the large man with the bone-crushing grip. He’d shaken

Heath’s hand with respect. He’d asked to be called by his first name.“Heath,” said Dad, “how

about helping unload the car while I have some coffee with Preacher?”And just like that, Heath

was like an indentured servant again, forced to do the heavy lifting while the men talked

business. “Yeah, sure,” he muttered.Heath removed the bags and the boxes from the rear of the

car and stacked them neatly on the porch. Just as he closed the car doors and added his duffle

to the pile, he saw Dad walk out ahead of Winsted. Heath wondered why Dad called the man

Preacher. He’d have to ask later—ask Winsted, that is, not Dad. Dad held a large white mug of

steaming coffee in one hand and the edge of the screen door with the other. Winsted followed

with a matching mug and took over holding the door with his foot.“Heath, my bags go in the

room over the garage, straight up the stairs and all the way to the end of the hall,” said Dad.

“The boxes go in the kitchen, back to the left side of the stairs.”Yes, sir, thought Heath.“Heat,”

Winston said, “do me a favor and blow out de candle in your dad’s room.”Heath nodded

okay.“We’ll need to figure out where to put you,” said Dad.“How a-bout Senior’s office?”

suggested Winsted.“That’s not a bad idea, Preacher. Is there a bed or something he can sleep

on?”Winsted nodded. “Couch,” he replied.Beats the cellar, Heath thought.“The office is back by

the kitchen. It’s the only other room back there by the bathroom,” said Dad. “I’m guessing you

can find it.”Heath picked up Dad’s bags and headed into the old house, where everything,

though still clouded in a wall-to-wall mist, was at least slightly more familiar. The last time he’d

been here, he was only four or five years old—he distinctly remembered running down the

hallway, the furniture wobbling and the enormous pine planks creaking in protest with every



step. He even remembered charging through an open door, where the man at the desk—

Senior, maybe—was already looking his way, the floorboards having announced his arrival.But

his grandfather’s face still eluded him.Dad had brought only two bags, and neither was

particularly heavy. Walking down the narrow hall, lined with closed doors, Heath noticed the

small paintings decorating the walls on either side. His dad told him once there’d been several

artists in the family, over many generations, but there was no telling which relative painted

what. All Heath knew was that, if painting ran in the family, it had skipped at least two

generations.At the end of the hall, Heath had the strange feeling something was missing. When

he reached for the doorknob, he realized what it was—no knob, just a thin metal latch. Lifting

the black latch with a metal clank, Heath pushed the door into the bedroom. The aromas of

cinnamon and baking spices assailed his nose.Except for the far end, where a candle flickered

on the mantle over the fireplace, the room was pretty much empty. Dead ladybugs and dusty

cobwebs competed for space on the windowsills.What little there was seemed to be packed

around the fireplace, as if the house had been tilted like a pinball machine. A long wooden bar

stood next to the fireplace, and beside it was a single bed and a tiny desk with an old phone

against one wall. Throwing Dad’s bags onto the bed, Heath wondered what had happened to

everything else in the room.Heath blew out the cinnamon-smelling candle and stared at the

label. It said “Home Sweet Home®.” Heath shook his head at the irony. So that’s what home

smelled like.As Heath turned and headed back down the hall, he couldn’t help but wonder what

other surprises Senior had in store for him and his dad.The next morning, the cry of Heath’s

alarm clock quickly gave way to the din of pans clanking on the kitchen stove. Still sleepy, and

for once without Dad on his back, he pulled the pillow over his head and prayed for silence.But

the smells of bacon, eggs, and toast wafted into his room, and hunger, in short order, overtook

exhaustion. Rolling off the musty couch, Heath pushed open the narrow door leading into the

kitchen.“Hungry?” asked Winsted, heaping a steaming pile of scrambled eggs onto a plate

framed with bacon and buttered wheat toast. Heath detected the aroma of several spices but

couldn’t place them.“Yes. Thank you.” Heath retrieved a triangle of toast and pointed it at the

vacant seats. “Anyone else coming?” he said.Winsted shook his head. “I don’ tink so. You sleep

o-kay?”“Some wild dreams, but no complaints,” answered Heath.“So,” said Winsted. He

paused, methodically stirring a teaspoon of sugar into his cup of black coffee. “You tink your ol’

mon will stay dis time?”Surprised by the question, Heath paused. “I’m not really sure,” he said.

As Winsted opened his mouth to ask something else, Heath blurted, “Why does my dad call

you Preacher?”At that moment, Heath’s dad sauntered into the kitchen.Winsted said good

morning to Dad, calling him “Junior,” and then answered the question. “I use to be called

Preacher ’cause I led de mornin’ prayers on Senior’s farm.” Heath suspected there was more to

the explanation.Dad emptied the last of the coffee into an oversized mug. “Preacher was the

foreman on Senior’s farm for many years, Heath,” he said. “He kept everyone in line.”Winsted

shrugged. “Al-most everyone,” he replied.“I assumed you’d be sitting on a porch back in

Jamaica, or retired and living with your sister in Miami,” said Dad. He helped himself to a piece

of bacon and made a half-sandwich out of the remaining scrambled eggs.“I wanted to help

Senior wid’ de house. He was a tired ol’ mon, wid a heavy heart. He re-fused to leave dis world

wid-out saving a few desper-ate souls. I s’pose,” he said with a chuckle, “dat included me.”
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Diana M. Hockley, “A doozie of a novel. Heath Wellington the III is a confused and sad child

with an embittered father who is fighting his own demons of alcoholism, rejection by his former

wife and alienation from his own father.The cast of characters who teach Heath III how to

understand his father reconcile with his father and Heath Junior to cope with his, are finely

drawn and unforgettable.I strongly recommend this novel and look forward to Tim Whitney's

next one.Diana Hockley”

Y. Taylor, “Thanksgiving at the Inn. One of the best books I've read from a new author. The

characters and their quirks added realism to the story. I really enjoyed Sally and Preacher,

actually I enjoyed them all!!! The book gave us the good and bad times that happen to us all in

real life. I would definitly recommend this book for teens and adults alike. I feel that Tim

Whitney has written an excellent story and I look forward to his next book.Y. Taylor”

Constance L. Mancillas, “A nice story. I was looking for a happy thanksgiving story. This was

not all happiness, but it was a good story line and had nice characters.”

Brimful Curiosities, “Relationships and reconciliation. Relationships, family, forgiveness,

gratitude, happiness - those themes play a central part in Thanksgiving at the Inn, Tim

Whitney's heartwarming story for middle grade and young teen readers. Heath, the main

character, clashes daily with his father (Junior), a withdrawn alcoholic and struggling author/

carpenter. With no mother in sight, Heath does his best to abide by his father's wishes and

rules but ends up getting constantly berated, always running short of his father's expectations.

Junior has a hard time relating to his son, haunted by past experiences with his own father,

Senior, the patriarch of the family. When Senior dies, both father and young son receive even

more unsettling news. In order to inherit the family estate, they must move to back to the

homestead in Massachusetts and manage Senior's unusual farmhouse bed and breakfast for

three months. Things get even more interesting when they meet the current tenants, a strange

group of individuals. As they adjust to the change, another tragedy forces them to consider

reconciliation and, ultimately, they both grow, change and learn how to be thankful for what

they have.Whitney's debut novel fills a much needed void. This character building book with

wholesome messages is perfect to share with tweens/teens, both boys and girls. Thanksgiving

at the Inn would also make an excellent family read-aloud, offering the following compelling

discussion topics: alcoholism, autism, death, dyslexia and strained father-son relationships.

The characters and plot appeal to both young and old. While it isn't exactly action packed, the

coming-of-age story contains several enticing characters including a wise Jamaican man

named Winsted and Mustang Sally, a tattoo-covered auto mechanic who also writes and

illustrates children's books. I found only a couple minor issues with the book, both due to

layout--the narrow margins may turn off some younger readers and the book cover may appeal

more to adults than it would kids. Even though Thanksgiving at the Inn does take place at

Thanksgiving, this isn't necessarily only a holiday read. The life lessons in the book apply to

any time of the year - after all, we should be thankful every single day for what and whom we

have in our lives! (Book Source: Review copy provided by publisher)”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Awesome!!. First off I want to congratulate Tim Whitney for an

outstanding novel. It was one of the best books I have read in a long while. I was lucky enough

to receive an ARC of this novel for review and enjoyed it so much! The different characters at

the Inn were so entertaining and just different! Winsted, the old and wise Jamaican guy; Mrs.

Farrel, the elderly woman who was giving away her late husband's fortune; Mustang Sally, the

tough guy who is an author and illustrator of a children's book; Carter, the T.V. junkie who in

reality graduated from Harvard in the top three of his class; Junior (Heath's father), an author

who is constantly rejected; and last but not least, Heath, who doesn't know who he is. This

book goes through Heath's journey into finding himself. There were a lot of things in this book I

loved! First off, I loved how he explained "Secret Garden". I've actually never thought about it

like that before. He explains it as, everyone has secrets and they plant them in a garden, you

keep them planted long enough and they'll rot. When I read that quote, it literately gave me

chills because it's just so true! The other thing that struck me the most was the "Three Types of

People" as Sally explained. Those that make things happen, those that watch things happen

and those that wonder what the heck just happened. As I read this book, I kept thinking about

the relationship between Heath and his father; it started making me think about my relationship

with my mother. This is just one of those books that makes appreciate the things you have. Like

with Savannah, her daughter is autistic and her husband had an affair. She could see past her

husband's betrayal and her daughter's condition because of the unconditional love she has for

her daughter. Even though bad things happen, it doesn't mean that you should stop everything.

Or if your novel keeps getting rejected, it doesn't mean you should stop trying. This book was a

really great read! I give it 4 paws out of 5!”

The book by Tim Whitney has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 21 people have provided feedback.
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